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THE CHALLENGE: AIRLINES CHARGE 
EXTRA FOR BAGGAGE THIS HEAVY

“The greater the obstacle, the more glory in ĤīĚħĘĤĢĞģĜ�Ğĩ�Ť

! MOLIÈRE

ŨĔľń�ĽĴŅĴŁ�ĸĽĸŃĸİŃĴ�łĴŇ�ũ

My husband Derek is standing in his closet, slipping a powder 

blue button-up shirt back on its hanger when those four little 

words leave his lips. It feels like a dagger in the chest — kiss of 

death. It’s a shot to the heart, and I’m apparently to blame. I 

ĩĝĤĪĜĝĩ�ĚīĚħĮĩĝĞģĜ�ĬĖĨ�ŽģĚ��ĉĤ��ĜħĚĖĩ	�ĒĚħĚģšĩ�ĬĚ�ĝĖīĞģĜ�ĜħĚĖĩ�

ĨĚĭ��ĒĖĨģšĩ�ĤĪħ�ĨĚĭ�ġĞěĚ�ĜħĚĖĩ�

“You never initiate sex” falls matter-of-factly out of his mouth, 

but what I hear is “you’re a failure of a wife,” and I’m ready to 

dig a ditch and toss my loser limbs into it.

I pipe back. “What are you talking about? I do too! Just last 

week, Ĥģ�ĒĚęģĚĨęĖĮ	Ť

The problem presents itself to me like a popped tastebud on 

my tongue as soon as the words leave my lips, but it’s too late 

to go back now.
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SHIELDS UP.

When I was younger, there was this magical place called “Laz-

erstar” in our small suburban town that was essentially the Holy 

Grail for children between the ages of 4-18. Think, laser tag meets 

arcade, meets snack bar sanctuary with a stale water smell that 

only comes from an undersized and overused air conditioning unit. 

Every inch of the place was covered in glow-in-the-dark space-

themed wallpaper. The moment you stepped inside, an impressive 

display of prizes met your gaze. They had Cyclone, car racing, ski 

ball, and the dump truck game that I frequently made my bitch. 

Kids would crowd around the Mortal Kombat arcade machine, 

ĤĤĝĞģĜ�Ėģę�ĖĖĝĞģĜ�Ėģę�ĮĚġġĞģĜ��ţāĞģĞĨĝ�ĝĞĢ	Ť�ĖĨ�ĩĝĚĮ�ĬĖĩĘĝĚę�ĚĥĞĘ�

battles between Scorpion and Lui Kang. The tickets and nacho 

ĘĝĚĚĨĚ�ĬĚħĚ�ĚīĚħÇƀĤĬĞģĜ��Ėģę�ĚīĚħĮ�ĩĞĢĚ�Ą�ĨĩĚĥĥĚę�ĞģĨĞęĚ�ĩĝĤĨĚ�

galaxy decorated walls, I silently declared that if Heaven didn’t 

have a Lazerstar, I didn’t want to party in those pearly gates.

ďĝĚ�ĖħĘĖęĚ�ėĤĖĨĩĚę�Ėģ�ĞĢĥħĚĨĨĞīĚ�ĘħĤĬę�ĬĞĩĝ�ĞĩĨ�ƀĖĨĝĞģĜ�

lights and victory bells, but it was a prerequisite for the tanta-

ġĞįĞģĜ�ĖęħĚģĖġĞģĚ�ħĪĨĝ�Ĥě�ġĖĨĚħ�ĩĖĜ��ćĞĠĚ�ŽƁĚĚģ�ĢĞģĪĩĚĨ�Ĥģ�ĩĝĚ�

ĩħĚĖęĢĞġġ�ėĚěĤħĚ�Ė�ĬĚĞĜĝĩ�ġĞƁĞģĜ�ĨĚĨĨĞĤģ��ĩĝĚ�ĖħĘĖęĚ�ĨĚħīĚę�ĖĨ�

a warmup before the big event. No amount of bonuses could 

hold a candle to seeing your hand-picked code name gracing 

the scoreboard for everyone to see. The focal point of the entire 

building was two modest black marquees above the laser room 

entrance, showing real-time scores and rankings for the teams 

playing inside. The highest scorer of each match received a free 

game, so the stakes were staggering. We all wanted to see our 

name in those red neon lights and to experience the surge of 

pride and glory as we walked through the laser room and back 

into the arcade among our new, adoring fans.
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ďĝĖģĠ�ĮĤĪ	�ĔĚĨ��ĄšĢ�ĨĢĪħŽĩĪĥ&&��Ėģę�Ą�ĠģĤĬ��Ą�ĠģĤĬ��ĢĚĚĩĞģĜ�

your hero can be intimidating, but I’m just like everyone else, I 

promise, but only, with the highest score in the entire building, 

no big deal!

You could claim childhood fame in your game record, but 

like any battle, you still had to work as a team to be triumphant. 

Upon writing your chosen code name on a tiny slice of paper 

with a miniature pencil, they separated everyone into one of two 

sides: The green team and the red team. Each wave of players 

was broken up into unique missions, and they’d call out on the 

loudspeaker when it was your turn.

Mission: Alpha Delta Beta, line up!

This is where the arcade served its divine purpose. Games 

were a distraction from the sweaty palms and shaking legs of 

ġĖĨĚħ�ĩĖĜ�ĖģĩĞĘĞĥĖĩĞĤģ��ĒĝĚģ�ĮĤĪħ�ĢĞĨĨĞĤģ�ĬĖĨ�ŽģĖġġĮ�ĘĖġġĚę��

you’d assemble, about-face on your color-coded side and proceed 

to size up your competition standing across from you. Fighter 

stances, sly grins, and seemingly random laughter to cripple 

ĨĚġěÇĚĨĩĚĚĢ�ĬĚħĚ�ĝĞĜĝġĮ�ĚģĘĤĪħĖĜĚę�ęĪħĞģĜ�ĩĝĞĨ�ħĤġġ�ĘĖġġ��üƁĚħ�

they let you soak in the faces of your enemies in the light, a black 

door would open, and a part-time teenage employee with atti-

tude would usher everyone into a small room with benches and 

colorful paint splatter on the walls, illuminated by black-lights. 

There, the referee (who was also a part-time teenage employee 

with attitude) would explain the rules and show you how to 

use your gun/vest combo: No running. No hitting. No drinking 

the blood of your foes, yada yada yada, before opening a door 

that led to a large, cold room with rows of green and red laser 
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ĩĖĜ�īĚĨĩĨ�ęĚĘĤħĖĩĞģĜ�ĩĝĚ�ĨĤƁ�ĜħĚĮ�ĬĖġġĨ�ĖĨ�ěĖħ�ĖĨ�ĩĝĚ�ĚĮĚ�ĘĤĪġę�

see. The vests were heavier than anticipated, with a laser gun 

attached to a long cord coming smack dab out of the middle, 

and targets on your shoulders, back, and chest that looked like 

police car sirens. If you looked directly down on the breastplate, 

it lit up with your stats, showing you exactly how many points 

you’d accrued, so you could keep track during the game. The 

ĜĪģ�ĠĚĥĩ�ĩħĖĘĠ�Ĥě�ĮĤĪħ�ţĖĢĢĤŤ�Ėģę�ĤģĘĚ�Ğĩ�ėĚĜĖģ�ƀĖĨĝĞģĜ�ţ!Ť�

the gun would stop working until you went back to one of two 

charging stations to “Žġġ�Īĥ�Ť

üƁĚħ�ĨģĖĥĥĞģĜ�ĤĪħ�īĚĨĩĨ�ĞģĩĤ�ĥġĖĘĚ��ĚĖĘĝ�ĩĚĖĢ�ĬĖĨ�ĞģĨĩħĪĘĩĚę�

to follow its assigned color referee to opposite ends of the massive 

ĞģęĤĤħ�ĖħĚģĖ��ďĝĚħĚ��Ė�ĥĞĨĨĚę�ĤŻ�ĥħĚĥĪėĚĨĘĚģĩ�ĚĢĥġĤĮĚĚ�ĬĤĪġę�

show us how to charge our lasers at the charging stations and 

send us in one by one to load up before getting on the walkie 

talkie and signaling “go time.” Once everyone on each team was 

ğĪĞĘĚę�Īĥ��Ėģ�ĚħĪĥĩĞĤģ�Ĥě�ĢĪĨĞĘ�Žĩ�ěĤħ�čĤĘĠĮ�ýĖġėĤĖ�ĬĤĪġę�Žġġ�

the room and a voice on the speaker would declare, “GAME ON.”

ĂġĤĬ�ĩĖĥĚ�ĖĘĩĚę�ĖĨ�Ė�ĜĪĞęĞģĜ�ġĞĜĝĩ�ĩĤ�Žģę�ĮĤĪħ�ĬĖĮ�ĖħĤĪģę�

ĩĝĚ�ĩĖġġ��ĜĮĢ�ĢĖĩ�ĥĞġġĖħĨ�ĬĞĩĝĞģ�ĩĝĚ�ĘĤĪħĨĚ��Ąĩ�ĬĖĨ�ĨĩĚĖġ�ĩĝĚ�ƀĖĜ�

ĨĩĮġĚ��ĤģġĮ�ĩĝĚ�ƀĖĜ�ĬĖĨ�ĩĝĚĨĚ�ĜĞĖģĩ�ĘĮĘġĤģĚ�ĩĖħĜĚĩĨ�Ĥģ�ĚĖĘĝ�ĩĚĖĢšĨ�

home base. I’m supremely competitive, which is the polite way 

ĩĤ�ĨĖĮ��ţĄšĢ�ģĤĩ�ĝĚħĚ�ĩĤ�ĥġĖĮ��ĄšĢ�ĝĚħĚ�ĩĤ�ėġĤĤęĮ�ĚƄģš�ĬĞģ	Ť�ĀĖĘĝ�

ĜĖĢĚ�ěĚġĩ�ġĞĠĚ�ĩĝĚ�ĢĤĨĩ�ĨĞĜģĞŽĘĖģĩ�ėĖĩĩġĚ�Ĥě�ĢĮ�ġĞěĚ��Ėģę�Ą�ĝĖę�Ė�

complete strategy in place on how to get the most points and see 

my name at the tippy top of those black marquees. Most people 

spent their time shooting the opposite team, but that’s because 

they were damn fools who didn’t have long enough attention 

ĨĥĖģĨ�ĩĤ�ġĞĨĩĚģ�ĩĤ�ĩĝĚ�ħĪġĚĨ�Ğģ�ĩĝĚ�ėĚĜĞģģĞģĜ��ýĪĩ�ĢĚ��Ą�ĝĖę�ĢĮ�

eyes on the prize. You gained the most points by hitting the tar-

gets, so I’d creep through the course as quickly and stealthily as 
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possible and make my way into a little unknown nook where I 

could reach the targets with my laser beams. I’d perch up in my 

hidden corner and use every single bullet I had for those targets 

until my gun read “0,” and it was time to recharge. Then, I’d 

speed walk back to base with my arms up (the universal signal 

of “don’t waste your lasers on me because it won’t count”), load 

up, and go again.

Ą�ĬĖĨ�Ė�ĩĤĩĖġ�ĢĖĨĩĚħ�Ĥě�ĢĮ�ĘħĖƁ��ĩĝĚ�ćĖħĖ�þħĤƁ�Ĥě�ġĖĨĚħ�ėĚĖĢĨ��

ĔĚĩ�ĨĞģĘĚ�ĄšĢ�Ė�ĢĚħĚ�ĢĤħĩĖġ��ĚīĚħĮ�ĨĤ�ĤƁĚģ��Ą�ěĤĪģę�ĢĮĨĚġě�ĘĖĪĜĝĩ�

Ğģ�ĩĝĚ�ĤĥĥĤĨĞģĜ�ĩĚĖĢšĨ�ĘħĤĨĨŽħĚ��ĂĚĩĩĞģĜ�ĨĝĤĩ�ĬĖĨ�ĩĝĚ�ĥĞĩĨ�ėĚĘĖĪĨĚ�

your gun would disable, and then a Darth Vader voice would 

interrupt all of your plans for total domination and force you to 

ĨĩĖģę�ĩĝĚħĚ�ĚĭĥĤĨĚę�Ėģę�ęĚěĚģĨĚġĚĨĨ�ĪģĩĞġ�Ğĩ�ŽģĞĨĝĚę�ĨĝĤĪĩĞģĜ�

four foul words:

ţĎĝĞĚġęĨ�Īĥ	�ĎĝĞĚġęĨ�ęĤĬģ�Ť

The moment my shields went up, my guard would, too. It had 

to since my vest would announce to everyone within ear range 

that I was around and vulnerable. Those words took a million 

ĮĚĖħĨ�ĩĤ�ŽģĞĨĝ��Ėģę�Ąšę�ėĚ�ěĤħĘĚę�ĞģĩĤ�ĥĖħĖġĮĨĞĨ�ĬĝĞġĚ�Ą�ĬĖĞĩĚę��

ĪģĖėġĚ�ĩĤ�ĪĨĚ�ĢĮ�ĩħĞĜĜĚħ�ŽģĜĚħ�Ėģę�ĤƁĚģ�ġĚƁ�ĩĤ�ĩĝĚ�ĝĖħĖĨĨĢĚģĩ�

of some annoying little kid who didn’t understand Laser tag 

etiquette and was hell-bent on reshooting me the moment my 

shields dropped. ĎĩĤĥ�ěĤġġĤĬĞģĜ�ĢĚ	�ĄšĢ�ęĞĨĖėġĚę	�ĂĚĩ�ĤĪĩ�Ĥě�ĝĚħĚ��

ġĞĩĩġĚ�ĠĞę	�ĔĤĪšħĚ�ħĪĞģĞģĜ�my plan!

Spending so much time in my particular corner of the course 

ĖġĬĖĮĨ�ġĚƁ�ĢĚ�ěĚĚġĞģĜ�ĞģīĞģĘĞėġĚ��ĪģĩĞġ�Ĥě�ĘĤĪħĨĚ��Ą�ĬĖĨģšĩ��Ą�ħĚĖġġĮ�

had no choice but to learn and master the sacred art of resting 

bitch face to deter overbearing peers and foes from following 

me back to base to attack the moment my vest stopped singing, 
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and gun reloaded. The thirty seconds it took for my vest to shut 

Īĥ�ĬĚħĚ�ĖĜĤģĞįĞģĜ��üġġ�ĩĝĚ�ėġĤĤę�ěħĤĢ�ĢĮ�ŽģĜĚħĩĞĥĨ�ĬĤĪġę�ħĪĨĝ�

to my face, and I’d start to get the panic sweats where you could 

practically smell Dr. Pepper oozing out of my pores. Laser tag 

wasn’t a game for me; it was an expression of my skillset as a 

human being, and I couldn’t let some kid with nacho cheese stains 

all over his pants beat me. The idea of that alone was enough 

to send my racing heart into cardiac arrest. Once that robotic 

male voice declared shields down, the soda sweats would subside, 

blood would evenly distribute through my body again, and I’d 

slide right back into the zone, ready to execute my master plan, 

and hope to avoid another run-in with those four foul words.

Now I was focused on a new set of words as dead air lingered 

between Derek and me. Last Wednesday. I can pinpoint the exact 

ęĖĮ�Ą�ĞģĞĩĞĖĩĚę�ĨĚĭ��Ėģę�Ğĩ�ĬĖĨ�Ė�ĬĚĚĠ�ĖĜĤ��ýĚěĤħĚ�ĩĝĖĩ��ċħĤėĖėġĮ�

a month, as in, thirty to thirty-one days (unless you count that 

rebel, February). We have sex every day, but I can only remember 

1-2 instances in a month’s span where I actually initiated.

SHIELDS DOWN.

Damn it. See, here’s my problem, and it’s a big one: I don’t 

like to be wrong. I’ve already said out loud that I do initiate sex, 

and now I’m stuck trying to convince my husband—who isn’t an 

ĞęĞĤĩ�Ėģę�ĝĖĨ�ėĚĚģ�ĠĚĚĥĞģĜ�ĢĚģĩĖġ�ĩĖėĨ�Ĥě�ĬĝĚģ�ĄšĢ�ĜĚĩĩĞģĜ�ĖƁĚħ�

him—that his memory is wrong. That I’m actually the instigating 

sex goddess I claim to be, because this is something insecure 

ĥĚĤĥġĚ�ęĤ�ĬĝĚģ�ĩĝĚĮ�ěĚĚġ�ĖĩĩĖĘĠĚę�Ĥħ�ĩĖĠĚģ�ĤŻÇĜĪĖħę�

SHIELDS UP.
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I don’t initiate sex?! There goes that Franklin memory again! 

ĔĤĪ�ęĤģšĩ�ħĚĢĚĢėĚħ�Īĝ��ĩĬĤ�ĬĚĚĠĨ�ĖĜĤ�ĬĝĚģ�Ą��Īĝ��ĜħĖėėĚę�ĮĤĪ�

ĬĝĞġĚ�ĬĚ�ĬĚħĚ�ĬĖĩĘĝĞģĜ�ďđ��üģę�ĩĝĚģ��ĮĚĖĝ��Ą�ęĚŽģĞĩĚġĮ�ħĚġĚĖĨĚę�

my inner beast at least three more times that week. I never get any 

credit around here thanks to that shit memory of yours.

ăĚ�ĨĝħĪĜĨ�ĢĚ�ĤŻ�ĦĪĞĘĠġĮ��ăĚ�ĠģĤĬĨ�ĬĝĚģ�ĄšĢ�ĩħĮĞģĜ�ĩĤ�ĩħĖĥ�

him. Annoyed but also used to my shenanigans, he lets out a 

breathy “heh” before walking out of the room, leaving me alone 

with the weight of his words. His truth.

SHIELDS DOWN.

I never initiate sex.

You know the feeling you get when you’ve been walking around 

all day with a piece of spinach in your teeth, and not a single 

ĥĚħĨĤģ�ĞģěĤħĢĨ�ĮĤĪ�ĖėĤĪĩ�Ğĩ��ďĝĖĩšĨ�ĝĤĬ�ĩĝĞĨ�ħĚīĚġĖĩĞĤģ�ěĚġĩ��Ą�ĬĖĨ�

downright embarrassed and also annoyed because, Why in the 

hell have you let me walk around this long with the damn spinach 

in-between my canines? It’s entirely possible to have a happy 

marriage with substantial sex and also be utterly blind to your 

shortcomings in apparent happy marriage with ĨĞĜģĞŽĘĖģĩ�ĨĚĭ�

Initiating sex doesn’t come naturally to me. It’s not because 

I don’t want sex.

I want sex.

I crave it.

I enjoy it.

I need it.
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Still, years of believing it was wrong to be a sexual creature 

cling to me. They’re like an oil stain on a dark wash tee. You 

can’t really see it unless you’re in direct sunlight, but it’s still 

there. I stood with the sun beaming down on me, and the marks 

were clear.

ĔĤĪšħĚ�īĞġĚ��ĔĤĪšħĚ�ĨĞģěĪġ��ĔĤĪšħĚ�ĪģĬĤħĩĝĮ��ĔĤĪ�ģĚīĚħ�ĞģĞĩĞĖĩĚ�

sex because you don’t deserve passion and love and full-body 

acceptance.

My inner voice is a real bitch with an uncanny ability to string 

endless tall tales about my inadequacies from the tinniest com-

ĢĚģĩĨ��ĎĝĚ�ĬĚĖīĚĨ�ĨĩĤħĞĚĨ�Ĥě�ĖėĖģęĤģĢĚģĩ�Ėģę�ĞģŽęĚġĞĩĮ�Ğě�ÿĚħĚĠ�

ĞĨ�ħĪģģĞģĜ�ŽƁĚĚģ�ĢĞģĪĩĚĨ�ġĖĩĚ�ěħĤĢ�ĬĤħĠ��ĨĤ�ĮĤĪ�ĘĖģ�ĞĢĖĜĞģĚ�

ĩĝĚ�ŽĚġę�ęĖĮ�ĨĝĚ�ĝĖę�ĬĞĩĝ�Ė�ĘĤģěħĤģĩĖĩĞĤģ�ġĞĠĚ�ĩĝĞĨ�ĤģĚ��ĔĤĪ�ęĤģšĩ�

initiate sex, girlfriend! Why would he want to be with someone 

ĖĨ�ĞģĨĚĘĪħĚ�Ėģę�ėĤħĞģĜ�ĖĨ�ĮĤĪ��ĔĤĪ�ĘĖģšĩ�ĚīĚģ�ěĪġŽġġ�ĝĞĨ�ģĚĚęĨ��

ĔĤĪšħĚ�Ė�ġĤĨĚħ�É�Ė�ĩĚħħĞėġĚ�ĬĞěĚ��üģę�ĮĤĪ�ĠģĤĬ��ĬĝĖĩ��ďĝĖĩ�ĤĪĩŽĩ�

looks ridiculous on you!

I wish I could tell you this sort of negative self-talk was a rare 

occurrence for me, but that would be a big fat lie. In truth, my 

habit of talking down on myself had been as natural as inhaling 

and exhaling for as long as I can remember. My knee jerk reac-

tion when anyone within a 100-mile radius of me was unhappy 

was to blame myself, and I acquired a laundry list of possible 

reasons why I was just the worst, for all occasions.

So there he stands, being the open, honest, loving commu-

nicator every girl dreams of, and I’m pissed. Part of me wishes 

he would’ve just kept that mortifying comment to himself, and 

the other half knew doing so would’ve been a one-way ticket to 

an unhappy marriage. Nobody wants to look in the mirror and 
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see wilted spinach staring back at them. Still, it’s a hard pill to 

ĨĬĖġġĤĬ��Ėģę�Ğĩ�ġĚĖīĚĨ�Ėģ�ĖƁĚħĩĖĨĩĚ�ĩĝĖĩšĨ�ĖġĢĤĨĩ�ĬĤħĨĚ�ĩĝĖģ�ĩĝĚ�

ŽĨĝĮ�ėĪħĥĨ�ĮĤĪ�ĜĚĩ�ěħĤĢ�ĩĖĠĞģĜ�ĮĤĪħ�ĤĢĚĜĖÇ$Ĩ��Almost.

ĔĤĪ�ģĚīĚħ�initiate sex.

This is true. It’s a fact, and now I’m being forced to take notice 

of my non-sex-initiating-skillset. So I pour a glass of wine and 

invite my alter-ego, Over-analyzer, to join me. She and I will 

spend the next 500 million hours digging deep into my psyche, 

unlocking secrets I buried long ago and a stockpile of baggage 

in a desperate attempt to answer a straightforward question: 

How did I get here?

Here, being the place where I’m a grown ass, adult woman 

who loves her husband, and sex, and intimacy, yet somehow 

ĘĖģģĤĩ�ĞģĞĩĞĖĩĚ�ĨĚĭ��ÿĖĮĨ��ĬĚĚĠĨ��Ėģę�ėĤĩĩġĚĨ�Ĥě�ĬĞģĚ�ġĖĩĚħ��Ą�ŽģĖġġĮ�

came up with an answer that made sense. Even now—married 

to the love of my life, I was still looking for love in all the wrong 

places. I was tossing a freight train sized purse over my hus-

ėĖģęšĨ�ĨĝĤĪġęĚħĨ�ŽġġĚę�ĬĞĩĝ�ĢĮ�īĖġĪĚ��ĬĤħĩĝ��Ėģę�ĘĤģŽęĚģĘĚ�

and expecting him to keep it handy for me whenever I needed 

to slip on something a little more comfortable.

ăĚĮ��ėĖėĚ��þĖģ�ĮĤĪ�ĜħĖė�ĢĮ�ĨĚġěÇĘĤģŽęĚģĘĚ�ħĚĖġġĮ�ěĖĨĩ��Ċĝ��Ėģę�

my lip balm. My soul and lips are both super chapped.

Of course I never initiated sex. That poor man was the 

unknowing keeper of all the things that would cue a person to 

ĖĘĩ�ŽħĨĩ��Ą�ĬĖĨ�ěĖġġĞģĜ�Ğģ�ġĞģĚ�ĬĞĩĝ�ĬĝĖĩ�Ą�ĩĝĤĪĜĝĩ�ĝĚ�ĬĖģĩĚę�

100% of the time, so if he didn’t initiate intimacy because he 

was waiting for me to, you know, actually make him feel desired 
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ŽħĨĩ��ĩĝĚģ�Ąšę�ĖĨĨĪĢĚ�ĝĚ�ĬĖĨ�ĪģĞģĩĚħĚĨĩĚę�Ĥħ�ĩĞħĚę�Ĥħ�ĖģĜħĮ�ĬĞĩĝ�

me for something. And then, I’d ask him a million times if he 

was okay and go to bed confused as to what I’d done to ruin the 

romantic night when in all actuality it was what I hadn’t done.

Marriage is fun.

UNPACKING: THE BAG

ĄšĢ�ĜĤĞģĜ�ĩĤ�ėĚ�ĨĩħĖĞĜĝĩ�Īĥ�ĬĞĩĝ�ĮĤĪ��Ą�ęĞęģšĩ�ĬĖģĩ�ĩĤ�Žĭ�ĩĝĞĨ�

ţĞĨĨĪĚŤ�Ėĩ�ŽħĨĩ��ďĝĚħĚ��Ą�ĨĖĞę�Ğĩ��ÿĤģšĩ�ĜĚĩ�ĢĚ�ĬħĤģĜ��Ą�ġĤīĚ�ĢĮ�

ĝĪĨėĖģę�ĨĤĢĚĩĝĞģĜ�ŽĚħĘĚ��ăĚ�ĨĩĞġġ�ĜĞīĚĨ�ĢĚ�ĩĝĚ�ĩĞģĜġĚĨ�ĬĝĚģ�

the sun hits his face, and his eyes and lips illuminate. As I type 

this, I’m turning myself on just thinking about it, so I think you 

ĘĖĩĘĝ�ĢĮ�ęħĞƁ��ăĚšĨ�Ėģ�ĚġĚīĚģ�Ĥģ�Ė�ėĖę�ęĖĮ��Ėģę�Ą�ĬĖģĩ�ĩĤ�ęĤ�

bad things to that man all the freaking time. I just didn’t want 

to initiate those sexy things.

You see, I’m a closer. You don’t send your best closer in for 

the introductory meeting; they’d seem too desperate and ruin 

everything. No, your closer is best reserved for when the deal is 

already practically in the bag, and you need someone to tickle 

the balls a bit to land the deal. And that’s me. That’s where I 

shine. Closing and ball-tickling and trying not to come on too 

strong until I’m sure it’s mine. See how I rationalize my position 

ĮĚĩ�ĖĜĖĞģ��ĔĤĪ�ĜĪĮĨ��ĄšĢ�ħĚĖġġĮ�ĜĤĤę�Ėĩ�ĢĖĠĞģĜ�Ėģ�ĖħĜĪĢĚģĩ�ěĤħ�

ĢĮĨĚġě�Ğģ�Ė�ĥĞģĘĝ��ĄĩšĨ�Ė�ĨĥĚĘĞĖġĩĮ�Ĥě�ĢĞģĚ�ĨĩħĖĞĜĝĩ�ĤŻ�ĩĝĚ�ĨĚĘħĚĩ�

menu. Can I get a large order of brainwashing yourself into believ-

ing you don’t have any problems, with a side of crippling denial? 

Hold the self-loathing today; I’m trying to watch ĢĮ�ŽĜĪħĚ�

Maybe it was something in his voice that day or perhaps I was 

ğĪĨĩ�ĩĞħĚę�Ĥě�ĢĮ�ĨĝĞĩ��ĊģĘĚ�Ą�ěĤĪĜĝĩ�ĤŻ�ĩĝĚ�ĪħĜĚ�ĩĤ�ėħĪĨĝ�ĝĞĢ�ĖĨĞęĚ�
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and continue down my path as a predictable yet solid closer, I 

made a quiet decision to spend some serious time working on my 

inner self. It was time for a career change. Update the resume girl, 

because you’re wanted in a position as an opener, an instigator, 

Ė�ġĚĩšĨÇĨĩĖħĩÇĩĝĞĨÇģĞĜĝĩÇĤŻÇħĞĜĝĩÇĚħ��üģę�ęĚĚĥ��ĒüĔ�ÿĀĀċ�ęĤĬģ��

I knew it was something I desperately craved for myself, too.

ĔĤĪ�ģĚīĚħ�initiate sex.

ĎĝĞĚġęĨ�Īĥ��ĎĝĞĚġęĨ�ęĤĬģ�

Challenge accepted.

The funny fact about challenges is that they’re freakin’ chal-

ġĚģĜĞģĜ��ĒĝĖĩ��ĒĚħĚ�ĮĤĪ�ĚĭĥĚĘĩĞģĜ�Ėģ�ĄģĨĩĖĜħĖĢ�ĬĤħĩĝĮ�ĦĪĤĩĚ�

ĩĝĚħĚ��ĎĤħħĮ�ĩĤ�ęĞĨĖĥĥĤĞģĩ��ėĪĩ�ĩĝĚ�ĩħĪĩĝ�ĞĨ�ĩĝĖĩ�ĬĚ�Ėġġ�ĨĖĮ�ĬĚ�ġĞĠĚ�

a good challenge, but once we have to dive into a said challenge 

and get our hands dirty, we remember that we prefer our clean 

ĘĪĩĞĘġĚĨ�Ėģę�ĥĤĬęĚħĚę�ģĖĞġĨ�ĩĤ�ĩĝĚ�ĘħĖĘĠĚę��ęĞħĩÇŽġġĚę�ĤģĚĨ�ĩĝĖĩ�

come with the work. Someone sitting in front of a computer one 

day found a way to take the word “challenge” and turn it into 

ĜġĖĢĤĪħ��ăĚ�Ĥħ�ĨĝĚ�ĚęĞĩĚę��ŽġĩĚħĚę��Ėģę�ĥĪĩ�Ğĩ�Ĥģ�Ėģ�ĖġġÇĬĝĞĩĚ�

marble countertop covered in dozens of fresh peonies and gold 

ƀĖĠĚę�ĘĤŻĚĚ�Ėģę�ĩĝĚ�ħĚĨĩ�Ĥě�ĪĨ�ęħĤĤġĚę�ĤīĚħ�Ğĩ�ġĞĠĚ�ęĖĢģ�ěĤĤġĨ��

admiring and gasping and declaring that we too, wanted a chal-

lenge if that’s what challenges look like.

Only real challenges more accurately resemble a construction 

ĬĤħĠĚħ�ĖƁĚħ�ĥĪġġĞģĜ�Ėģ�)!ÇĝĤĪħ�ĬĤħĠ�ĬĚĚĠ��ďĝĚĮšħĚ�ĩĚęĞĤĪĨ��

sometimes dangerous, and almost always covered in layers of 

grime, blood, sweat, and tears. They wear hard hats, giant goggles, 

and boots for support and safety, rather than fashion. Challenges 
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don’t look like a beautiful blonde in Lululemons holding her 

glass water bottle and popping her booty out with the caption, 

ţĄě�ĮĤĪ�ĬĖģĩ�Ğĩ��ĬĤħĠ�ěĤħ�Ğĩ	Ť�ĉĤ��ĩĝĚĮšħĚ�ĢĤħĚ�ĖĠĞģ�ĩĤ�üĘĚ�đĚģĩĪħĖ�

ħĪģģĞģĜ�ĬĞġęġĮ�ĬĞĩĝ�ĩĝĚ�ĬĝĞĩĚ�ėĖĩ�Ğģ�ĩĤĬ��ĩĚħħĞŽĚę�Ėģę�ęĞĨĜĪĨĩĚę�

and just trying to get to the damn cage before the creature def-

ecates all over the place.

When I said yes to Derek’s challenge, I think a part of me was 

saying yes to Lululemon and manicured nails. Part of me was 

ħĚĖęĮ�ĩĤ�ĜĞīĚ�Ğĩ�ĢĮ�ėĚĨĩÇĘĪħĖĩĚę�īĚħĨĞĤģ�Ĥě�ĚŻĤħĩ�Ėģę�ĨĥĚģę�ĢĤħĚ�

time talking about the challenge than actually working through 

it. But when I opened up the tattered bag I’d been forcing him 

to lug around for me and began rummaging through its chaotic 

ĘĤģĩĚģĩĨ��Ą�ħĚĖġĞįĚę�ĩĝĚ�ħĚĖĨĤģ�Ğĩ�ĬĖĨ�ĤīĚħƀĤĬĞģĜ�ĬĖĨ�ėĚĘĖĪĨĚ�

I’d never once in my life removed a single item from it. Sure, 

Ąšę�ěĤĪģę�ĬĖĮĨ�ĩĤ�ĘĤģęĚģĨĚ��ėĪĩ�ĤģġĮ�ĨĤ�Ą�ĘĤĪġę�Žĩ�ĢĤħĚ�ĨĩĪŻ�

inside its walls. It was a hoarder’s paradise, so full of lifelong 

traumas, beliefs, insecurities, and everything in-between that I 

couldn’t reach the bottom. Everything was still there, and I was 

just compacting it, so I’d have room for more. On the top sat my 

inability to initiate sex, but underneath it lied years of unchecked 

issues. I needed to Marie Kondo the hoarder hell that was my 

soul, stat. Sure, these events happened to me, but do they spark 

ğĤĮ��Ąě�ģĤĩ��ĩĝĚģ�Ğĩ�ĬĖĨ�ĩĞĢĚ�ĩĤ�ĩĝĖģĠ�ĩĝĚĢ�ěĤħ�ĤĪħ�ĩĞĢĚ�ĩĤĜĚĩĝĚħ�

and kiss them goodbye.

If I were ever going to become an instigator, if I were ever 

going to have the opportunity to experience profound connec-

tion and vulnerability, I’d need to do far more than pull sexual 

ĘĤģŽęĚģĘĚ�ĤĪĩ�Ĥě�Ė�ĝĖĩ��Ąģ�ħĚĖġĞĩĮ��Ąšę�ģĚĚę�ĩĤ�ĪģĥĖĘĠ�ĢĮ�ėĖĜ�

completely. This meant that I had to put on my big girl panties 

and trade in those fancy leggings for some heavy-duty pants. This 

implied I’d need a hard hat, goggles, and a blueprint of everything 
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Ą�ģĚĚęĚę�ĩĤ�ęĚĢĤġĞĨĝ��Žĭ��Ėģę�ħĚėĪĞġę��ĎĤ�Ą�ġĖĘĚę�Īĥ��ėĚģĩ�ęĤĬģ��

Ėģę�ƀĞĥĥĚę�ĢĮ�ĥĪħĨĚ�ěĪġġ�Ĥě�ĚĢĤĩĞĤģĖġ�ĘĝĖĤĨ�ĤīĚħ�ęĪĢĥĞģĜ�ĚīĚħĮ�

ġĖĨĩ�ĩĝĞģĜ�ĤĪĩ�ĤģĩĤ�ĩĝĚ�ƀĤĤħ�Ğģ�ěħĤģĩ�Ĥě�ĢĚ��Ą�ĬĖģĩĚę�ĩĤ�ĨĩĖħĩ�ěħĤĢ�

ĩĝĚ�ėĚĜĞģģĞģĜ��Ą�ĩħĞĚę�ĩĤ�Žģę�ĩĝĚ�ŽħĨĩ�ĢĚĢĤħĮ�ĚīĚħ�ĩĤ�ĢĖĠĚ�ĞĩĨ�

ĬĖĮ�ĞģĩĤ�ĩĝĞĨ�ėĖĜ��ĨĤ�Ą�ĘĤĢėĚę�ĩĝħĤĪĜĝ�ĩĝĚ�ĥĚĩħĞŽĚę�ĥĞġĚ�ĪģĩĞġ�Ą�

ěĤĪģę�Ğĩ��ďĝĚħĚ�Ğĩ�ĬĖĨÉĩĝĚ�īĚħĮ�ŽħĨĩ�ĞĩĚĢ�ĩĤ�ĚīĚħ�ĢĖĠĚ�ĞĩĨ�ĬĖĮ�

into this purse of mine. A tattered, stained, crumpled up piece 

of paper. I pulled the edges apart to reveal its identity. A $25 

ďĖħĜĚĩ�ĜĞƁ�ĘĚħĩĞŽĘĖĩĚ��ĖęęħĚĨĨĚę�ĩĤ�Ė�ĨĚīĚģÇĮĚĖħÇĤġę�ġĞĩĩġĚ�ĜĞħġ��

It was addressed to me.


